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This work intends to analyze Nahuatl mathematical structures and a minimal 

relationship to text, speech and literal ideographic writing. In section I there will be 

a historical background of language concepts in compound nouns and verbs. 

In section II questions will be listed concerning multiplier junctures, and section 

III the methods that will be used to obtain data and create a list of literal roots and 

stems of ideographic-image compound elements. 

Section IV will list the ideographic categories of the roots and stems of 

compound words. Section V through XII is the body of this work, compound 

number structures, singular and dual compound expressions with compound word 

trees, translation applications and cross reference matching. 

Mathematical structures and graphic representations of compound words will 

include literal morphological glosses. Translation applications will show the 

results of the jimcture root or stem method of analysis. Multiplier structure with 

plurals will be addressed. 
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I Historical Background of the Nahuatl Language 

Prior to the European contact with the people of America, Native American 

languages and concepts of the world dominated the western hemisphere. One of these 

Native languages is known as Nahuatl, it is classified in the family of Uto-Aztecan. 

The Nahuatl language and culture had undergone development over a long period of 

time, and exhibits the influence on its number system by the older Olmec 

civilization who also had the bar and dot numerical system. The Olmecs also 

influenced the Mayan civilization, in their use of the bar and dot counting systems; 

and all 3 groups claim origin from the underworld caves. The Nahuatl culture also 

shows a relationship to the Teotihuacan culture, which existed over 2 thousand years 

ago. The Nahuatl language could have been spoken there at one time. 

The Nahuatl language is inclined towards activity, users can view the world as a 

living and active entity. Nouns are easily converted into verbs, verbs into nouns, but 

when any word compound ends in a verb or noun, it becomes exclusively a verb or 

noun. Nouns become active when they are part of a verb's composition or when a 

verb is converted into a noun. This language is highly versatile and descriptive 

and many times can be written with ideographic-images of words, this means 

that an external graphic description eventually becomes part of a mental idea, for 

example, crying can be represented by a tear drop from an eye or walking by foot 

steps. Ideographic-images were used in Nahuatl writing even though they are not the 

exclusive components of it. 
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The Nahuatl concept is one of inclusiveness in the creative process of the world, 

nature and the universe, as a part of the world and not separate, and the final product 

of a creative process.This can be understood in the excerpt from a creation story 

that was told to me by a Nahuatl-Huichol shaman: 'after the world's creation, the 

forces of the four comers of the world converged for an instant and humans were 

created, both male and female'. 

For example, in a ceremonial context, the fire can be addressed as Grandfather or 

the water as Grandmother. The forces of nature can be mothers and fathers, or the 

plants and animals, brothers and sisters. An example of this relationship can be 

found in the word for a plant related to Toloache (Jimson weed), this sometimes 

drooping plant is said to have a bent head (also the flowers and buds droop), and the 

bent head is related to a nodding sleepy person. Toloa. is the root of toloache and it 

is defined in this language as inclined head, although, head is not included in its word 

morphology. This word is called Tolohuaxihuitl: datura meteloides: tolo-hua/xihui-

tl. incline-pp/ plant-abs. In actuality, this plant when consumed can cause this 

inclined effect in humans, the droopy, inclined head. 

Medicinal plants are most times viewed by their external similarity to the 

human body, for example, tenocha. the heart shaped red fhiit of the prickly pear used 

in Native medicine to strengthen and fortify a weak heart 

In 1519 the language underwent an intrusive stress, the Spanish landed on the 

mainland of America at Veracruz, Mexico, and their visitation turned into an 

invasion of Mexico. Eventually. Native picture writing was banned and the 
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Native people were taught the alphabet. The Spanish colonization process 

attempted to reform aboriginal ideas and instill Christianity but was only partially 

successful. In 1536 at the Franciscan college of Tlatilulco. Mexico. Fray 

Bernardino Sahagun compiled language data and ethnography that today is known as 

the Florentine Codex (the first ethnographic-linguistic documentation of the Native 

language and culture in America). 

This documentation is written in Nahuatl and Spanish in 12 volumes, but 

does not specifically address compounding, however, it does contain many 

compound words. By 1650. many Native Nahuatl could read and write their own 

language, or at the minimum, had Native community members learned in the 

letters during the 17"* century. 

During the Florentine work. Fray De Olmos in his 1547 Arte de La Leneua 

Mexicana gives the basic grammatical principles that describe the Nahuatl language, 

and Fray Alonso Molina, by 1570. documented an extensive vocabulary of Nahuatl 

called the Vocablario en Leneua Mexicana v Castellana. I will utilize these Classical 

Nahuatl language documents, contemporary speech, my fieldwork as a Nahuatl 

community member, and a variety of research studies performed in the United States 

and Mexico to supplement this study. 

One of the U.S. works is The Introduction to Classical Nahuatl. by J. Hichard 

Andrews who says: *A compound is created by means of a double base 

transformation that embeds or. more, strictly speaking, incorporates one sentence 

into the structure of another. The latter serves as a matrix for the former, which 
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becomes merely a constituent within it. Two separate nuclei are reduced to a single 

nucleus; that is. compounding always involves deletion of the subject of the 

incorporated sentence. The matri.\ takes into itself only the predicate of the embed' 

(Andrews 1975: 128). 

Nahuatl words in Andrew's point of view function as sentences. His study also 

shows that embedding is a full meaning embed into another full meaning word or 

sentence, ie. Matrix: niauh = I am going + embed: (predicated) Ihiuhca = someone is 

a hurrier. Transformation: niciucayauh = I am going in the manner of a hurrier. His 

study postulates that the base word is -yauh: going, a right headed Verb with ihuica 

added to it, or. ihuica- + (embed from some other sentence source) + -yauh to create a 

sentence meaning, and he applies the same to noun compounds. 

Thelma Sullivan in her Comprendio De La Leneua Nahuatl. takes a different 

approach and talks about the formation of words in a verb + verb, substantive 

substantive, adverb + verbs, adjective + substantive and all combinations to derive 

the sense or meaning of the word (Sullivan 1978: 263) . Her study shows and 

postulates that the furthest right stem is partially modified by its constituent as to use. 

similarity or character of the right head root: adj (modifier) + substantive = word. or. 

adverb (modifier) + substantive = word. All other combinations are documented as 

to formation and their meaning obtained from those combinations. 

1 differ from the idea that the right stem or root is partially modified in a 

compound word. A Nahuatl compound always retains the fiill meaning of each of 
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its parts much like a mathematical calculation where each number remains a 

(imdamental component of the result. 

The Foundation Course In Nahuatl Grammar by Frances Kartunnen and Joe 

Campbell give examples of compounding, methods of formation and their 

resultant meaning. Their foundation course explanation of compound nouns is: 'In 

Nahuatl of this sort (TeteotI: stone God and Teotetl: sacred stone), when you have an 

X Y. expect the meaning to be 'an X sort of Y'. and of noun-verb compounds that: 

nouns may be attached to verbs either as incorporated objects or as manner 

adverbials" (Campbell/Kartunnen 1989: 275). Campbell/Kartunnen agree with 

Sullivan in the adjectival descriptive component of a word meaning that Andrews 

says is predicated. 

Campbell's observation that the attachment of nouns to verbs as incorporated 

objects or manner adverbials can explain two term compounds, ie, chocatinemi. 

cry-living, cry as the object, or, cry-living as cry, the manner of living, but the 

morphology of words like Icxicotlacotinemi show a more complicated structure 

where a noun/verb/verb structure is indicated, or cuitlaxcoltecoyoqui where a 

derived noun/verb/ derived noun is indicated, and requires more explanation that I 

will address. 

I assert that all the components in a compound word retain full individual 

meaning, and compound words can have more than 2 words compounded, 

sometimes three or four. Also, borrowed words are initial when they are included in 
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a Classical NahuatI word, and conceptually, Teotl is God whether it's at the front or 

end of a word. A God stone is a sacred stone and a stone God is a Godly stone. 

NahuatI people did not conceptualize linguistics or language in the same 

manner as the Europeans, and it is hard to know what their ancient method of word 

composition was. but there is evidence of NahuatI structure in the language of 

numbers that is not Euro-influenced; and since their general language would not 

be separate from the rest of the world and creation, number language is not an 

isolate component. 

My research will show that NahuatI word compounds when correlated 

with NahuatI numerical compounds have a mathematical structure, and that spoken 

language and text is based on that structure can be imaged to non-numeral 

compounds. 

The reference for this study will be the mathematical structures derived from 

caxtolli onnauhpoaltzonxiquipilli documented in 16"* century texts and recorded by 

Remi Simeon in his Diccionario De La Leneua NahuatI (Simeon 1885: XLVI). 

Mathematical expressions are a combination of terms that require an exact 

outcome. The supposition is that counting developed along with language and culture, 

and has remained intact and static data since the time of its recording; and if not a 

separate language of its own. reflects its agreement with its developed language 

source that utilized bar and dot symbols with picture representations of large 

numbers. 
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There is very little question that the Nahuatl language had undergone 

development in the Native American past, and it is well known that there was 

Native education in art, architecture and science before and during the initial 

contact with foreign people. Ideogiaphic-imaged writing existed and language composition 

undoubtedly was studied. Studies were performed in a different manner than today, 

and structural development is shown in this language: prepositions, postpositions, 

prefixes, adjectives, adverbs, nouns, verbs, nouns ftom verbs, verbs fix)m nouns, plural 

maricings, absolutive marking, clitics, varieties of verb suffixes etc, that all together 

indicate structural development, consideration and study. 

The significant part of the compound is initial in number language and new and 

old word identities would easily fit into a mathematical structure in support of initial 

significance, ie, noun borrowings take an initial position in Spanish borrowings into 

compound words: alcalde>'o//: governor, azeitecomatl: grease container; 

camaixquematl: bed cover; caualloca///: horse corral; chapinesc/i/ua: making 

sandals; iudio//aca//: Jew; mahomaca///: mosque, etc. 

Numbers and Nahuatl mathematics are not well known by most people, and 

the appendice to this work will include numerical methods of calculation from the 

Florentine Codex and Alonso Molina's Vocabulario of the 16"* century. 
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U Questions 

A. Can a compound structure identify itself when matched to a numerical 

compound expression? 

B. What is included in the bond of compound junctures? 

C. What ideographic-images are compounded with each other? 

D. Is there a way to apply numeral structure to other structure formations? 

E. Can tree type diagrams help to determine literal meanings of 

compound word components? 

There are a variety of questions that can be addressed in this study 

beyond the multiplicative question of compound juncture points. Multiplicative 

juncture for this study is the linkage point between compound stems or roots, and not 

the degree of linkage between sounds. Also, in this study, compounds are individual 

words in combination with their literal meaning. Word gloss misalignment in 

relation to ideas and structural order develop from applying a different language 

grammar to another language. Observations of the external world and concepts 

should be considered in their own grammar for creating literal data related to this 

language. 

Literal meaning through compound composition with external object identity 

can initiate a graphic, mental idea. Ideographs, for this paper is different than its 

standard linguistic meaning of logogram, and are literal representations of external 

observations, ie, a facial expression, an identified act such as crying or any other 
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act that people can observe. Ideographic images are valuable to understanding 

Native Writing. 

Non-Nahuatl grammar sequence translations can cause reversals to 

learned, internal ideographic-images, and are not applicable to static, unchanging 

grammatical formations of numbers. There is less confusion when a language is 

thought about in its own grammar, especially so with numbers, and I will attempt 

to follow the aboriginal gloss structure when possible. 

An example of a reversed grammar sequence that could cause misunderstanding 

is the word Zoquiatl, clay times water. If clay is represented by a graphic star sign 

I* and water by a graphic number sign 1#. Zoquiatl equals 1* times 1#, or, singular 

times singular. 1 times 1. or, clay times water. Obviously, the external graphics 1 * 

and 1# represent the external and internal-graphic idea or ideograph. When we reverse 

the symbols to mean. 1# times 1 or. water times clay or water with clay, the outcome 

changes Its ideographic-image configuration. 

The meaning of Zoquiatl is clay with water, a muddy-clay-puddle or mire. 

Clay is dry at the onset and when clay is gradually mixed with water it begins to 

soften and puddle by having an uneven mixture, more clay than water that 

eventually will become a puddle or mire of clay before a hal^ay point is reached. 

The reverse, water gradually mixed with clay is watery to begin with and must pass 

the halfway point. 

The reversal sequence, water-clay would mean that there is more water 

than clay, a watery-slip used in pottery making. The halfway point would have to be 
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reached in order to begin creating a clay puddle. The initial portion of a 

compound is the significant compound component or portion. The same idea applies 

to totoltetl: hen rock, egg (I* times 1#) but not a rock hen (1# times 1*). I will try to 

avoid reverse sequences because ideographic-images are dependent upon sequence 

for a correct outcome of expression and when drawn as a symbol for writing. 

Identifiable sequence ideograph-images are likely tools for viewing processes of 

developed languages spoken in some of the Native Civilizations of America. Native 

Civilized language groups include all of Native America Languages on the western 

hemisphere 

The numeral sequence of expression is one term times the next, as I 

postulate in this paper (multiplier compound juncture-points), ie. one jaguar 

times one heart in oceloyotl where the absolutive -tl designates the total 

expression to be singular. However, when we have oceloyome plural meaning for 

jaguar heart, it is one jaguar times plural hearts or jaguar times hearts with a basic 

structure of 1 times 1 advancing towards I times 2 in the plural expression of hearts of 

a jaguar. Three jaguars and three hearts would be ye/ocelo/yo/me: three/jaguar 

heart/ plural: Three jaguars hearts. 

Non-numeral compound stems times compound roots, instead of 

compound stems plus compound stems, aligns itself with Nahuatl number 

expressions, explaining pluralism in a different way. Numeral expressions such as 

Pohualtzonxiquipilli: (20x400x8000 or 20 to the power of 1. times 20 to the power of 

2. times 20 to the power of 3) remain active-compounds with an unchanging order 
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of active multiplication, similar to and in line with the Nahuatl tendency 

towards an active language with much use of verbs. 

Nahuatl numerical compounds are joined by multipliers except for 

the additive prefix-positions, ie, caxtolli onnauhpohualizontli =15 + 

4x20x400. Caxtolli onnauhpohualizontli means the addition of nauh and 

caxtolli before multiplying the remaining compounds of the expression. 

The essence of this hypothesis, is to view word compositions by referring to 

calculation language, and the importance of this study is that it may reveal 

variant methods of composing or understanding compound words, especially so, 

by showing grammatical components that go undetected in speech as a referent 

component for understanding ideograph-images or ideographic-image writing, and 

the composition of words of literal meanings. 
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in Methodology 

1. List a group of numerical expressions for use with non-numerical ones. 

2. Create a basic list of compound words and identify their tree structure. 

3. Form a list of the compounded roots and stems. 

4. List the syntactic function of each part of the compound. 

5. Categorize roots and stems in each word. 

6. Identify the Ideographs of each compound 

7. Make a conclusion based upon the above information 

The objective is to create a viable reference source firom calculation data, and 

tree structures, create a table from the above information and utilize it as a 

guide. 
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nn Ideograph Categories 

These 7 generalized categories will be used to qualify compound composition 

and their word referent ideographic-image, a descriptive identification of what a 

person sees that can be replicated by drawing. 

Data Table 1 on page 53 and 54 contains ideographic categories that each 

compound root or stem has been placed into, and for example, p/c would mean a 

plant with a concept has been combined to form the compound word. 

Natural environment includes clouds and caves. Restructured natural 

environment includes cornfields and houses. Animals with no heart include insects; 

and concepts include thinking initiated by what is perceived with the 5 senses and 

exhibited by people or nature: 

1. Natural Environment (N) 

2. Restructured Natural Environment (RN) 

3. Human (H) 

4. Animal with Hearts (AW) 

5. Animal. No Heart (AN) 

6. Plants (P) 

7. Concepts (C) 
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V Compound Numbers: A Dual Expression Structure [1,216,000,000] 

These number structures are unconventional, a number is also noun because it 

identifies two things, the ideographic-image of a number (a branchy bush) and hair. 

Each juncture point of compound words has one initial additive component and the 

remainder multiplicative components. This compound structiire is composed of two 

expressions that equal one unit, and for this reason I am calling it a compound 

structure. 

Caxtolli onnauhpoaltzonxiquipilli 

N 
/ \ 

/ \ 

/ \ 
N N additive juncture 

A A 
/ \ / \ 

[caxtol, fifteen] N -abs pf- N [nauh. 4] 
[root] [-li] [on] \ [stem] 

\ 
N multiplicative juncture 
A 

/ \ 
[poal. count] N (-abs) (not present) 

[root] / 
N 
A 
/ \ 

[tzon. hair] N (-abs ) (not present) 
[root] / 

/ 
N 
A 

/ \ 
[xiquipilli, bundle] N -abs 

[root] 
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When this word is spoken the compound juncture-points (in parenthesis) are 

not audibly present, and the next component begins, so in this type of tree, 

component follows component and not the suffix that is dropped, so this tree 

goes from right to left at times. This compound number can delete its final 

component and add an absolutive suffix to the remaining component to become 

a smaller number. The additive second term excepted, ie. caxtolli 

onnauhpoaltzonxiquipilli (I. 216,000.000) can become caxtolli onnauhpoaltzontli 

(7. 600) or caxtolli onnauhpoalli (380), except caxtolli onnaui (19) that has no 

absolutive suffix. Its deletion or non-deletion of characteristics reveals its structure 

of additive and multiplicative components. 

I. Initial Structure Composition 

catolli onnaui'. [\5\ + [4] 

N 
/ \ 

/ \ 
/ \ 

N N 

A A 
/ \ / \ 

[caxtol] N -abs pp- N [nauh] 
[15] [-li]  l i)lus] [four] 



Second Structure 

caxtolli onnauhpoalli: [15] + [4] x [20] 

N 
/ \ 

/ \ 

/ \ 
/ \ 

N N 

A A 
/ \ / \ 

15] [caxtol] N -abs pf- N [nauh] [4] 

[plus] \ 

\ 
N 

A 
[15] [poal] N -abs 

Third Structure 

caxtolli onnauhpoaltzontli: [15] + [4] x [20] x {400] 

N 
/ \ 

/ \ 
/ \ 

N N 

A A 
/ \ / \ 

[15] [caxtol] N -abs pf- N [nauh] [four] 4-add 

[plus] \ 

\ 
N 

A 
/ \ 

[20] [poal] N (-abs) ^ mult. 



/ 
N 

A 
/ \ 

[400] [tzon} N -abs 

Fourth Structure 

caxtolli onnauhpoaltzonxiquipilli: [15] + [4] x [20] x [400] x [8000] 

N 
/ \ 

/ \ 
/ \ 
N N 

A A 
/ \ / \ 

[15] [caxtol] N -abs pp- N [nauh] [four] ^ add 

\ 
\ 
N 

A 
/ \ 

[20] [poal] N (-abs) ( mult. 

/ 
N 

A 
/ \ 

[400] [tzon} N (-abs) mult. 

/ 
N 

A 
/ \ 

[8000] [xiquipil N -abs 
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These noun structures are adaptable with verb structures, as will be seen in the 

next trees, since the language allows for composition of multiple term compounds in 

almost any format. Verbs with nouns, nouns with verbs, adverbs with adjectives etc. 

A number can also function as a single expression, ie, cempoalxihuitl 

(Florentine Codex Book 8. p. 1) and have only multiples involved with no 

additions. The additive p)ortion of a number happens when there is a dual-expression 

compound word, yet, a single-term compound such as cempoalxiuitl has the 

potential to have an additive component. Therefore, a single compound has 

multiplier junctures with the potential to become a dual-expression compound with 

an additive component that follows it, cempoalxihuitl oce = twenty years + one. but 

essentially it is a compound word using only multiplicative junctures. 
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In the expression: matlactli omauhpoalli = 280. The 1^ terai undergoes a 

transformation with the addition of the 2"*' term numeral transforming it into 14. The 

total outcome becomes a multiplier compound to any following, sequential 

compounds, for example, the beginning number is 10, matlacdu and four is added to it 

•The additive four is part of the next compound term, matlactli onnauhpoalli = 10... 

(+4) X 20 = 280, or, Mactlacli onnauhpoaltzontli = 10 ..(+ 4) x (20) x 400 = 

112.000. Ten is expressed and the addition of four belongs to ten. but is a definite part 

of the larger compound term, onnauhpoalli 

The initial process utilizes one complete term and part of the 2'*' term before it 

begins the secondary process that utilizes the result of the first process. These same 

processes will be matched to verbal and written expressions. 

In the following example, a numeral expression is matched to a non-numeral one. 

a.) Matlactli onnauhpoaltzontli: (10...+ 4 ) x (20) x (400)= result. 

b.) Nichiua izonpetlacalli: (I make + hair) x (reed-mat) x (container) = 

result = I make hair reed-mat (container) = I make hair-reed-mat-

container. 

The process gives an internal view of the result. The sequence is: subject + 

verb: I-make. a dual process term that takes on the addition of hair. Hair is not 

the significant factor in this expression, it is additive, and I-make is the significant 

portion of this expression. The verb is the initial expression and the object hair is 
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secondarily related to it, and they transform to become a multiplier unit from that 

point on. 

Nichiua tzonpetlacalli: 1-make hair-reed-container is a ceremonial item that is 

being created for an ancient religious rite. A tzonpetlacalli Is a reed-basket that contains 

hair or hair like fibers that are cut for ceremonial purposes. The making of hair for 

this basket is implied because of its additive properties. 1-make and hair (tzontli) are 

used twice, once for the hair-fibers that are being made by the subject, and again to 

name and make the container that they go into. 

The multiplier is 1 until a plural designation is applied to this word, then the 

plural surfaces in the suffix of non-numeral expressions. Nichiuah tzonpetlacaltin, more 

than one hair and basket making, implies that there is one maker. I. 1 is making 

plural hair-fibers and plural hair-reed baskets. iWi is singular and chiuah is the plural 

shown by the -h suffix, and in this sense we have : (I) + (make) x (plural) = 1 term; the 

additive tzon from the next term creates the result: (1) +(make) x (plural) + hair = 1'' 

term singular subject times plural verb and object 

The 2"** compound term, tzonpetlacaltin has unseen connective parts that 

permeate throughout the compound, somewhat like water droplets soaking into a sponge, 

it fills the sponge-word, and surfaces at the end as a plural water droplet. If we could 

see the multiplier plural connectivity it would be: tzontinpetlatincaltin or tzon (plural) 

petla (plural) cal (plural). 

The total retro-reconstmction would be: 
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M (1) + (chiuah-plxind) + (/ron-plural) x (per/a-plural) x (ca/-plural). If we replace the 

plural marker with number 3 we would have to add 3 to the 2"'' term: 

Ni(\)ichiuah)(3) + yei{tzon){2) x (p€tla)(3) x (ca/X3): I make 3 hair x 3 reed x 3 

containers. The number three introduced into the 2"^^ term, at the onset, eliminates the 

need to show plurality at every compound juncture, and is complimented by a plural 

suf!!x at the end of the 2"^ term, I call this plural infusion. 

3-tzon (x) petla (x) cal (pi) = plural infusion. 

In the next example the process continues in a shortened expression: 

a) Caxtolli onnauhpoalli: 15 + 4(20) = result 

b) Nitta iztacuahtli 1-see + white(eagle) = result 

The sentence nitta iztacuahtli'. 1 see it-white-eagle; Matched to caxtolli 

onauhpoalU becomes: I see it white...eagle, or. 1 see white....! see + white x eagle, 

singular throughout. 

The singularity of this expression is marked the suffix -li in the first term and 

-tli in the second. Multipliers are singular when having absolutive suffixes. 
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VII Dual Expression Compounds 

The compound expressions below follow the speech sequence as spoken. 

Compound structures with verb or noun finals, no matter the compound content 

will function as that final. These diagrams follow the sequence of speech, when 

a word ends with an existent affix, the following stem or root branches from 

that point. Next to each noun or verb gloss is its designation as a root or stem 

[in brackets). 

The initial word glosses in parenthesis are extrapolated meanings, where 

none is given in the records. An affix in parenthesis is silent and has been dropped in 

the compound word process of formation. 

1. Tlanextia quahuitl: (lit. gloss: illuminates tree) 

N 
/ \ 

/ \ 
/ \ 

V N 
A A 

/ \ / \ 
[root][Illuminates] af- V N -af [tree/wood] [root] <-add/mult-> 

This word identifies an unknown plant that can be glossed as: illuminates tree, 

and the total result is a noun that is described by a verb that activates that noun. 

Many nouns in compound are not lazy-nouns and have active components 

that vitalize them. 

The correlation of this dual term compound with caxtolli onnaui (15 +4) 

makes tlanextia + quahuitl = illuminates tree. There are no multiples in this dual 



expression unit, and each term in this unit are non-compounded words that 

join together to form a compound phrase word. The final outcome of this expression 

is a noun. True single expression compounds, in this langiiage, have functions that are 

designated by its final compound root, its totality becomes either a verb or a noun. 

Nahuatl. then, has compound words with 2 separate expressions that 

are not structurally combined creating unit words from nouns and verbs, similar to 

the English words distribution center or lay person. 

2. Quauhtla huitzquilitl: (Lit. gloss: forest-thorn verdure) 

N 
/ \ 

/ \ 
/ \ 

/ \ 
N N 
A A 

/ \ / \ 
[stem) forest N -af N (-af) thorn [root] add/mult -> 

/ 
N 
A 

/ \ 
N -abs Verdure (root)<- mult 

This noun is more complex than the previous, it contains nouns without 

verbs, a stem and a root, and multiplier components matched with caxtlolli 

onnauhpoalli. Multipliers activate more content and motion in words than 

additions, motion in the sense that more activity and components are used in 

multiplication than in addition, ie, 2+3 = 5 uses less activity and components than 

2x3 = 2+2+2 = 6. Nahuatl compounds show incremental activity as more terms 

are compounded in numerical expressions. 
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Multipliers can show word strength simplicity or complexity, 

simplicity of lower exponent strength towards higher complex exponential strengths 

of exponent 20. A complex noun compound, within this framework, is latently 

stronger than a simpler one as more multipliers at are used with the more roots and 

stems. 

3. Coztic alahuac: bile, displeasure. (Lit. gloss: bitter-slipped.) 

V 
/ \ 

/ \ 
/ \ 

N V 
A A 

/ \ / \ 
[stem] [yellowish/bitter] N -af V -af [slipped] [root] add 

This is a simple Verb Phrase Word that is composed of a noun and a verb that has 

a latent (active-ready) noun and an active verb. It has a verb strength activity , more 

than a noun word with the same amount of components only slightly activating the 

latency in its noim. Bitter becomes bitterly, an adverb. 

4. Coztic alahuacayo; inclined to anger. (Lit gloss; bitter-slipped, fall} 

V 
/ \ 

/ \ 
/ \ 

N V 
A A 

/ \ / \ 
[stem] [yellowish/bitter] N -af V -af [slippery] [root] 

\ 
-af add 
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This word is like coztic alahuaca with more affixes. This stem and root 

compound can utilize color, yellow, to represent bitter, and lack of stability, 

slipping or falling into anger. In ideographic writing, yellow may take on the 

connotation of bitter displeasure or anger. 

5. coztic teocuitlatl: yellow gold; lit gloss: yellow-God excrement 

V 
/ \ 

/ \ 
/ \ 

N N 
A A 

/ \ / \ 
[stem] [yellowish/bitter] N -af N (-af) God [root] ^ add 

\ 

N 
A 

/ \ 

Excrement [root] N -af [abs] mult. 

The meaning of coztic, leans toward yellow in this word. In a format that is 

matched to the numeral caxtolli onnauhpoalli. the word is yellow-God 

excrement, rather than, yellow God-excrement. The difference says that gold is 

excrement from a yellow-God, rather than God excrement is yellow, and becomes 

dependent upon the additive/multiplicative methods used in numerical structures for 

such an outcome. 

This noun has dual multiples with latent activity. This word when including a 

verb root suffix, ie. teocuiltatlatia: compiling treasures, creates a fully active 

verb that is incrementally stronger than teocuitlatl, and teocuitlatl stronger 



than cuitlatl a non-compound. Compound words have more multiplier strength 

than non-compound words and include more variables. 

6. Quauhtla huitzquiliti. (forest-thorn verdure) 

N 
/ \ 

/ \ 
/ \ 

N N 
A A 
/ \ / \ 

[stem) [forest] N -af N (—) [thom] [root] add/mult-> 
/ 

/ 
N 
A 
/ \ 

[root] [verdure] N -abs 

Here is a case of an unidentified plant. This noun uses singular multiplier 

strength and is composed of three nouns related to plants. The sufHx noun identifies 

this plant as edible or quilitl. The inflx noun identifies thorns that are involved 

with this plant, huitz, and the prefix noun identifies more qualities, probably a 

tall, forest-tree-like plant. 

The first multiple happens after the word forest and thom are combined, 

their literal meanings are then applied to verdure (edible greens): forest-thom (x) 

verdure, many-tree-likes and thom (x) greens. More tree-like (forest) than thorns 

(thom) are indicated because the word forest has many trees and there is no 

plurality or affix on thom. Many leaves (verdure) is indicated because its numerical 

placement is in the higher multiple group of 20's. ie, forest-thom would represent 1-

19, and verdure would represent 20 to 400. Forest-thom describes the plant, and 
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verdure the greens obtained from that plant, and this dual expression compound 

unit is simply saying in English: 'greens of thorn plants'. 
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Vm Translation Application 

Today, in my experience with NahuatI monolingual and bilingual 

communities, normal speech rarely uses more than two terms to form a compound. I 

made it a point to ask speakers who were raised with the language to give me an 

interpretation of a few words that can be found in 16"* century texts, and none were 

translated, the word tzonpetlacalli is an example of a word whose meaning was 

unknown by the general population of older speakers. Most of the ceremonies of past 

times are not in use today, and it may be that words disappear with cultural losses. 

Language continuation is probably dependent upon its use in a cultural 

context. 

The next phrase had been translated by linguistic methods originating within 

European languages. Modem linguistics attempts to sort out languages and identify 

them or show commonalities between them, but generalized modem concepts and 

cultural views do not always have a centralized concept of the world and life, and a 

central conceptual view may not exist. 

It is certain that this Native language stmcture was not created haphazardly or 

without thoughtful consideration yet its methodologies are now dormant, but not 

lost in numeral expressions, and the following will be transcribed using one of 

those methods: 

uel xomitotia 

adv /adj V 
A A 

/ \ / \ 
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[stem] [good] adv (-aO N (-af) [foot] [root] <-add 
/ 

V 
A 
/ \ 

[root] [dance] V -appl mult. 

Rorentine Codex, book 8. p. 3 documents the phrase uel xomitotia. Dibble and 

Anderson translate this as: dance well; uel: adv., well or very; xomitotia: dance. 

Their work is based upon the original Spanish translation. The word Xomitotia is not 

glossed or found in any of the vocabularies or dictionaries. Simeon identifies the 

word 'itotia', to dance, and Ninitotia as the basic way to use this word. The initial 

term uel can be either used as an adjective or an adverb. Nouns can have a verb in the 2"*^ 

term, and verbs can have a noun in the second term. The modification of a verb by an 

adjective is something Nahuatl can do. 

This compound word Xomitotia does not have an object and its integrity remains 

when including an initial term. Each term in the compound retains all of its semantic 

designations, and according to the presented data, uel xomitotia is better defined as 

legs or feet causing dance, similar to good tap-dance, good jig dance, in Nahuatl: 

good leg or foot dance. 

The following is an extrapolation by using a tree to identify a word when it is 

unknown, or to verify a meaning for one that has already been translated. The 

relationship between uel xomitotia and caxtolli ottauhpoalli gives the following 

structural information: 
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a. uel xomitotia 
V 
A 

/ \ 

b. caxtolli onnauhpoalli 
Adv 

A 
/ \ 

N 
A 

/ \ 

N 
A 

/ \ 
Adv (-af) [leg][xol N (-abs) 

[root] / 
N -abs [on] pf N [nauh] 

[plus] A [four] 
/ 

V 
A 

/ \ 

/ \ 
/ (-af) 

N 
A 

/ \ [dance] [mitoti] N -appl 
[root] [root] [twenty] [poal] N -abs 

The addition and multiplicative operations in non-numeral and numeral 

compounds give the results below: 

b. caxtolli + nauh (x) poalli: fifteen + four (x) twenty 

Much-leg to dance has a different meaning than much leg-to-dance. It 

makes a difference in the interpretation of the word xomitotia in a sentence. 

Xomitotia before combining is {xotl\ [mo] [itotia]: leg-your-to dance. The 

complete sentence is as follows: 'queuh hueiah noqueztepole uel xomitotia': "Woe, 

my evil rump, dance well", translation by Dibble and Anderson. Woe is used 

because this statement is demeaning or a foreboding curse in the Florentine 

Codex. 

I disagree with the translation of noqueztepule. my evil rump. QueztepuUi is 

defined in the Simeon dictionary as: the groin or thighbone. The process shows that 

tepule changes to tepole, and the the Florentine Codex shows that vowels change in 

translation, ie. hoatl is the same as huatl, hoan as huan. tloa as tlaua, tlatilul as 

a. uel ^ xo (x) mitotia : much + leg (x) dances 
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tlatilol. zohua as zihua. Tepuztlan is Tepoztlan, and tepulli is tepolli. Tepule or tepole 

are attested as the virile male member of someone. It is more likely that queztepule or 

queztepole is a play on words that refers to a leg-like virile member, and not a rump. 

Two term and single term expressions can also be translated, in text and 

possibly speech, by using the Nahuatl numerical method. An example translation by 

using dual and single term expressions of a sentence: 

1. [queuh hueiah] [noqueztepole] [uel xomitotia] 
I I I 

2. [queuh huiah] [noqueztepole] [uel + xo \ miiotia] 

I I I 
3. [Dual Expression] [Singl. Expression } [Dual Expression] 

4. [How large it grows] [my hip-bones virile member] [much leg dancing] 

This is a trial application, not intended for absolute use in Classical Nahuatl 

translations without further examination and adjustments. It is intended to show that 

there may be a combination of ways to derive translation of written words by using 

methods that the Nahuatl had in place prior to contact. 

It appears that the Nahuatl considered the thigh-bone joint to include the groin, 

and possibly the pelvis. 



DC Converting Single Expressions Into Dual Expressions 
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By using caxtolli onnauhpoaltzonxiquipilli or its structure as a referent point, a 

word can be restated becoming a converted singular expression, a dual expressive (a 

mathematical expression). A converted expression can be manipulated to fit speech or 

written structure for translation. 

1. Caxtolxiuiti. fifteen year. 

ipan caxtolxiuiti 

N 
/ \ 

/ \ 
Prep N 

A A 
/ \ / \ 

prep (-aO N. (-af) [fifteen] add 
/ 

N 
A 

/ \ 
N -af [year] [root] <-mult. 

The result of this compound conversion remains a Noun, "upon 15 years'. The 

noun does not have active components beyond multiplier Junctures, and is a full-

fledged noun with minimum latency. The combined syntactic fimction of a 

compound is the same as its final root. 

Here, ipan caxtolxihuitl is referenced by caxtolli onnauhpoalli, the 

structure of caxtolxihuitl does not change, and may be used to look at words such 

as uel ximototia, either said or written. 
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2. Chicuexiuitl: seven year 

Ipan chicueixiuitl 

N 
/ \ 

/ \ 
Prep N 

A A 
/ \ / \ 

[with] prep (-af) N (-aO [seven] add 
/ 

N 
A 

/ \ 
N -abs [year] <-muIt 

Translation: Upon/with 7 years. 

3. Chocatinenca: went about weeping 

Ciuacoatl chocatinenca 

V 
/ \ 

/ \ 
/ \ 

N N 
A A 

/ \ / \ 
[woman] N (-af) N (-af) [cry] 

/ / 
/ / 

N V 
A A 

/ \ / \ 
[serpent] N (-af) af- V [walk] 

\ 

-af[-appl] 

Translation: Female snake goes about crying. 
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4. Cocoliztli: 

Ica cocoliztli 

N 
/ \ 

/ \ 
/ \ 

/ \ 

Adv N 
A A 

/ \ / \ 
adv (-jif) V (-abs) [sick/hurt] [action ofj 

Translation: Once in while it is hurting. Noun (activated by a verb) 
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X Cross-Reference Matching 

The numeral match with the non-numeral identifies the composite structure of 

a word in a sentence. 1 have no real method for choosing non-numeral to match with 

numeral, except that one term, or that their structural amount of terms be equal to the 

numeral match, including the subject. 

a) Caxiolli onnauhpoalli: 15 +4(20) 

b) Niteca nonxochimilpa: I x plant + my flower( field-place) = I plant my flower 

field place. 

Matched to a larger finite set: 

a) Caxtolli onnauhpoaltzontli'. 15 + 4(20)(400) 

b) Ahmo niiecaxochimilpa: Not x 1 + plant (flower) (field-place) = Not. I plant 

flower field-place. 

Matched to a larger finite set than the previous: 

a) Caxtolli Ormauh/poal/tzon/xiquipilli: 15 + 4(20) (400) (8000) 

b) Ipan Chicue/ilhuitl/tlateo/matiliztli: Ipan + 7(fiesta)(this-god)(is known) 

= results in increments = On-the-?"" (fiesta) = On the T"* Fiesta (this God) = 

On the 7"* Fiesta this God (is Known) = On the y*** fiesta this God known-is. 

1 postulate a process that is built on incremental factors of a math-like result that 

sublimates its muhiplicative juncture qualities within a spoken sentence. 
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The numeral caxtolli onnaupoaltzontli agrees mathemadcaily with tipaca 

nontotoltecacalli: you wash my hen (x) rock = you wash naay hen rock (x) shell = you 

wash my hen-rock-shell or you wash my egg-shell. 

The reference sentence caxtolli onnauhpoaltzontli = caxtolli + nauh x poalli x 

tzontli does appear to fit into a basic sentence structxire making a numerical structure 

possible. 

Matched with tetocatinemiliztli = 1^ term + tetoca x tinemi x liztli. 

tetocatinemiliztli = (someone-accompany) x (walk-with) x (the-act-of-walking-with), 

this is the singular act of a group but the suffix -liztli makes this group a single entity, 

together doing the same thing. Tetonaz tetocatinemiliztli: someone-in-the-moming 

someone-accompany-walking-walking with = someone + moming-will + accompany 

X living/walking x walking with: someone-will-accompany-in the morning x living x 

walking with. Multipliers are the glue that holds this sentence together at juncture 

points. 
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XI Single Term Expressions 

In section IX single expressions were converted into dual expressions by inserting 

a term similar to the regular dual expressions seen in VIII. This creates an unseen 

additive component, but a single term expression can fimction on its own, ie, 

caxtolxihuiti. caxtol{\) xihuitl. 15 (x) year. The multiplicative principle remains 

intact when a number and a noun are compounded. Therefore, it is probable that an 

expression without a numeral retains its multiplicative component in a singular 

expression. 

I. Tlanexiixiuhiontli: sparkling leaf small. 

This compound word has only multiplier junctures, ie, tlamxti (x) xiuh (x) 

tontli. 

N 
A 
/ \ 

V -appi [brillance] 
\ 

N 
A 

/ \ 
[xiuh] [leaf] N (-abs) 
[stem] / 

N 
A 

/ \ 
[ton] [little] N -abs 
[root] 

Here we have an activated noun that is derived &om a verb, but the final 

compound root is a noun and the whole compound unit remains a noun. The act of 

brille. tlanextia. becomes sparkling. Sparkling in this case has action associated with 



a noun, but it is in the first position of multiplicative powers while the rest of the words 

are in higher multiplicative positions increasing noun strengths. The nouns win out over 

the verb strength. 

2. Cempoalxiuiti. One 20 year. 

N 
A 

/ \ 
[root] [one] N (—) 

/ 
/ 

N 
A 

/ \ 
[root][twenty] N (-abs) 

/ 
/ 

N 
A 

/ \ 
[root] [year] N -abs 

This word is composed with an adjective/noun (one/count) and a noun. Numbers can 

be combined with nouns. The noun portion of a number is always final. There is no verb 

activation. 

3. Ouauhyetl: wild tobacco: nicotina rustica 

N 
A 
/ \ 

[stem] [wood] N (-abs) 
/ 

N 
A 
/ \ 

[root] [perfume] N -abs 
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Wood is a stem fiom the toot for tree. This serves two functions related to tree, wood 

and tall. Trees are usually taller than bushes, so this plant should be tree-like, or tall 

tobacco. Wood is part of the natural environment and also a stem word. 

4. Tecochitixihuitl: someone sleep causing plant: Datura stramonium 

N 
A 

/ \ 
af- V [sleep] [root] 

\ 

-af 
\ 

\ 

N 
A 

/ \ 
[root] [plant] N -abs 

5. Cenlzonxochitl: one hair (four-hundred) flower 

N 
A 

/ \ 
[root] [one. total] N (—) add 

/ 
/ 

/ 
N 
A 

/ \ 
[root] [400. hair] N (-abs) mult. 

A 
/ \ 

[root] [flower] N -abs 

Tzontli means hair or four hundredths. Implied in tzontli is more than 

one hair. 



Iztacocoxochitl: (white sick/hurt flower) 

N 
A 

/ \ 
[root] [white] N (-abs) add 

/ 
/ 

N 
A 

/ \ 
[root] [sick] V (-appl) muit. 

/ 

/ 

N 
A 
/ \ 

[root] [flower] N -abs 

Tzotzocaxihuiti. wart plant. 

N 
A 

/ \ 
[root] [wart] N (-af) ^ mult. 

/ 
N 
A 

/ \ 
[root] [plant] N -abs 

Tolohuaxihuitl: datura meteioides 

N 
A 

/ \ 
[stem] [inclined goes] V -af mult. 

\ 

N 
A 
/ \ 

[root] [plant] N -abs 
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9. Yolloxochitl: extract of magnolia. 

N 
A 

/ \ 
[root] [heart] N (-abs) <- mult. 

/ 
N 
A 

/ \ 
[root] [flower] N -abs 

10. Ayauhquahuitl: pinus ayacahuite. 

N 
A 

/ \ 
[root] [water] N (-abs) 

/ 
N 
A 

/ \ 
[stem] [pointed] Adj (~ ) 

/ 
N 
A 

/ \ 
[root] [tree] N -abs 

11. Teoiztaquiliti: sacred white edible plant 

N 
A 

/ \ 
[root] [God] N (-abs) 

/ 
/ 

Adj 
A 

/ \ 
[root] [white] Adj (particle) 

/ 
/ 
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N 
A 

[root] [plant] N -abs 

12. Tlacahuilotl: dove. 

N 
A 

/ \ 
[root] [person] N (-abs) 

/ 
N 
A 

/ \ 
[root] [dove] N -abs 

13. Tlapaltototi. colored bird, red and gray 

N 
A 

/ \ 
[root] [write/color] N (-abs) 

/ 
N 
A 

/ \ 
[root] [bird] N -abs 

This bird sings 4 times at night Its bird-stone is used for fever. Black and red 

symbolize pictographic writing, wisdom and knowledge. 

14. Nochtototi. bird that eats nopal fruit chian and maize 

N 
A 

/ \ 
[root] [nopal] N (-abs) 

/ 
/ 

N 
A 

[root] [bird] N -abs 
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15.  Icxicot lacot inemi:  to limp. 

V 
A 

/ \ 
[root] [foot] N -pp (concave) 

\ 
\ 
V 
A 

/ \ 
[stem] [hurt] V (-appl) 

/ 
/ 

V 
A 

[root] [live/walk] V (—) 

16.  Cuit laxcol tecoyoqui:  murmuring intestines. 

V 
A 

/ \ 
[root] [excrement] N (-abs) 

A 
/ \ 

[stem] [randomly] V (-appl) 
/ 

V 
A 

/ \ 

N [wind] [root] 
\ 
-ag 

\ 
-appl 



Cuexcochteil: back of the bead. 

N 
A 

/ \ 
[stem] [head] N -af 

\ 
\ 

N 
A 

[root] [sleep] N (-af) 
/ 

N 
A 

[root] [stone] N -abs 

Tlahuelilocacuitya: turn upside down, to make worse, pervert. 

V 
A 

/ \ 
af- adv [good] 

\ 
-voc [ neg] 

\ 
\ 
V 
A 

/ \ 
[root] [possess] V -ya 

Acalcuexcochtli: stem of a vessel. 

N 
A 

/ \ 
[root] [water] N (-abs) 

/ 
N 
A 

/ \ 
[root] [edifice] N (-li) 



/ 
N 
A 

/ \ 
[stem] [nape] N -af 

\ 

N 
A 

/ \ 
[root] [sleep] N -abs [-tli] 

Cozcapetlatl: bracelet of pearl 

N 
A 

/ \ 
[root] [jewel] N (-abs) 

/ 
N 
A 

/ \ 
[root] [reed mat] N -abs [-tl] 

Zoquitlachihual: earthen made. 

V 
A 

/ \ 
[root] [clay] N (-abs) (-tl) 

/ 
V 
A 
/ \ 

[something] -af V [root] [make] 
\ 

-ag [posp] 



Zoyaquahuitl: palm tree. 

N 
A 

/ \ 
[root] [palms] N -abs 

\ 
N 
A 

/ \ 
[root] [tree/wood] N -abs 

Yaoquizcayacana: to administer, to order. 

V 
A 

/ \ 
[root] [war] N (-abs) 

/ 
V 
A 

/ \ 
[root] [commence] V -af [-3"' ] 

\ 

N 
A 

/ \ 
[root][point] N -abs 

/ 
V 
A 

/ \ 
[root] [send out] V (~) 
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X . l  D a t a  T a b l e  

(Word; Literal Gloss; Stem/Root; Parts of Speech; Function. Category) 

W LG S/R PS F Cat 

caxtol/xihui-tl 15/year r/r n/n n c/c/c 

cem/poal/xihui-tl completion/20/year r/r/r n/n/n n c/c/c 

chicue/xihui-tl 5 /3/year r/r/r n/n/n n c/c/c 

choca/tinen-ca cry/goes about r/r n/v V c/c 

coco/liz-tli sick/action of r/r v/n n c/c 

tlanex-ti/xiuh/ton-tli sparkling/leaf/small s/r/r v/n/n n c/n/c 

quauhyye-tl wood/perfume r/r n/n n p/c 

te-cochi-ti/xihui-tl sleep/plant r/r v/n n c/p 

cen/tzon/xochi-tl conipletion/400/flower r/r/r n/n/n n c/h/p 

izta/coco/xochi-tl white/sick/flower r/r/r n/n/n n c/cp 

tzotzo-ca/xihui-tl wart/plant s/r n/n n h/p 

tolo-hua/xihui-tl inclined head/plant s/r n/n n h/p 

yollo/xochi-ti heart/flower r/r n/n n h/p 

a/yauh/quahui-tl water/depart/tree r/s/r v/v/n n n/c/p 

teo/iztayquili-tl god/white/edible plant r/r/r n/n /n n c/c/p 

tlaca/huilo-tl person/dove r/r n/n n p/aw 

tlapal/toto-tl painted/bird r/r n/n n c/aw 

noch/toto-tl cactus fhiit/bird r/r n/n n p/aw 

cuauh/toto/poh-tli wood/bird/cohort r/r/r n/n/n n n/aw 
/c 

icxi-co/tlaco-ti/nemi bent foot/impair/walk s/s/r n/v/v V h/c/c 

coyame/pixqui javalina/reaping r/r n/'v V aw/c 

.cuitla/ xco l/tecoyo-
qui 

excrement/actual/rumb 
le 

r/s/r n/v/v V h/c/c 

cuex/coch/tetl head/sleep/stone r/r/r n/v/n n h/c/n 
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tlahueli-loca/cuit-ya good not/possess s/r n/v V c/c 

a/cal/cuex/coch-tli water/house/head/sleep r/r/r/ 
r 

n/n/n/ 
n 

n n/'r/h 
/c 

cozca/petal-tl jewel/reed mat r/r n/n n r/n 

yao/quiz-ca/yaca-na war/begin/pointed/sent r/r/r/ 
r 

n/v/n/ 
V 

V c/c/c 
/c 

zoqui/tla-chihua-1 clay/make r/r n/v V n/c 

zoya/quahui-tl palm/tree r/r n/n n p/p 

The above table shows that the ratio of a 2-tenn word to a 3-term word is 

12/17 or 80% ratio of approximately 3 to 4 in favor of two term words; And a 2/17 or 

12% ratio of 1 to 8 in favor of 2-term with 4-term words. Many ancient 3-term words 

have been lost and have reduced the present day vocabulary by more than half of the 

original vocabulary. Borrowings probably reduced the amounts of loss. 

Literal glosses can identify ideographic components like a tree, point, house, 

water etc. Roots/stems and categories define how to say a word, and the factors needed 

to represent itself in an ideograph compound. 

All of this based upon reference points in numerical expressions may define 

the points of meaning and translation of alphabetical text, and literal word compound 

components defining ideograph-images that enhance ancient codex transcription. 
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A Compound Analysis from Table DC .1 provides information for further 

study or analysis. 

1. The initial term in this language is significant. 

2. In a two term expression, the initial part of the 2"*^ term becomes additive 

with the P' term, the result, multiplicative to the rest of the 2"*' term. 

3. Plural markers at compound junctures reference multiplicative amounts. 

4. Suffixes are root based and designate syntactic function. 

5. Humankind is almost exclusively represented as a root word. 



XI Compound Word Translation, Trials 
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Dibble and Anderson Translations of Florentine Codex Book 8, p 3; and 

translations by author in parenthesis. These trials are literal translations using tree 

structures. 

1. Chichioaliatacalan: ( dog's night scratching place). 

V 
A 

/ \ 
[root] [dog] N (—) 

/ 
A 

/ \ 
[root][night] N (-abs) 

/ 
V 
A 

/ \ 
[root] [scratch] V -loc 

Maianaliztica: suffering hunger (possessing hunger) 

N 
A 

/ \ 
[stem] [hunger] V (—) 

A 
/ \ 

[root] [act of] -appl -loc 
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3. Namechnocaujlia: I am about to leave you (we concede something to you). 

V 
A 

/ \ 
2"'pi (~) 

/ 
/ 

/ 
V 
A 

/ \ 
[root] [concede) V (-af) 

4. Netetzahujloa: came to arrive (I spin with you). 

V 
A 

/ \ 
JSI 2nd pi 

\ 
\ 
V 
A 

/ \ 
[root] [fast] V -loc 

5. Nonpilhoantzitzr. (I am with a stained son/daughter) 

N 
A 

/ \ 
1^' N [son. daughter] [root] 

\ 
-af [in company with] 

\ 
\ 
N 
A 

/ \ 
[root] [stained turquoise] N (-abs) (-ti) 
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6. Oalmachizti: (I become known here) 

V 
A 

/ \ 
[this way, over here] Adv (~) 

/ 
V 
A 

/ \ 
[root] [know] N -appl [become like] 

7. Tecomaixtlaoacan: ( clay pot face made place). 

V 
A 

/ \ 

[root] [clay pot] N (-abs) 
/ 

V 
A 

[stem][human face] N -appl 
\ 

-af [-loc] 

8. Tlaelnapaloa: governor (soiled hand in the center is made). 

V 
A 

/ \ 

[root] [dirty] N (-abs) (-li) 
/ 

/ 

N 
A 

/ \ 
[root] [hand] N (-abs) (-tl) 

/ 

/ 

V 
A 

/ \ 
[in the center of] PP -appl [make] 
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Xni Conclusion 

Many ideas concerning die ancient Nahuatl speaking people are misinformed, 

especially so with the colonizing Spanish manipulations of history and their created 

codex depictions of sacrifice and cannibalism that we can find in the Codice 

Matritense (Kingsborough 1831: 250). 

However, there is no mystery to the fact that there was a different way of 

living in ancient America than in Europe at the time of contact. Hundreds of years 

before contact, the people lived as we do. but. without the use of machines. People 

built edifices, planted crops, traded, traveled, made clothing, studied, had schools, made 

roads and ate food etc. People studied their environment and recorded their findings and 

history. They counted using their own methods and they spoke and wrote differently than 

Europeans. The difference is that the Nahuatl lived within a relationship of respect for the 

natural environment. 

These people did not live a ramshackle way of life, poor, in skin clothing etc. 

They wore cotton clothes and were very hygienic at the time of contact. There 

were rules and government, arts and architecture. Simply, there was a Native American 

way of life and perception fimctioning as a social entity, a civilization different than 

today, but equal in value as other societies. Native American language and people 

must be perceived with heightened awareness for their astute languages, culture and 

mental abilities. Mathematics had to be used and learned, it was held in esteem and it 

still is today. If you know the Nahuatl numbers, in native communities, you are 
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attributed knowledge. And we have seen on page 3. the Nahuatl language is inclined 

towards activity and the world is conceptually viewed as a living and active entity. 

Number language shows a multiplicative type of activity that we can see in Caxtolli 

Onauhpoaltzonxiquipilli with multiplicative junctures that are integral, although unseen 

and inaudible, formative parts of a compound, and altogether show a common 

concept of exponent activity. 

A structural similarity, and merger, of numbers with non-numbers is shown 

in cempoalxiuitl where a multiplicative number is joined with a non-number 

supposing a continuation of the multiplicative process into speech and written context 

that extends beyond numeration. This extension in turn has hypothetical ly exposed 

unseen multiplicative juncture points in compound word structure and formation. 

Derived literal glosses have provided ideographic-image connectivity points, 

seen in tree structures, where root and stem combinations show that such a mathematical 

structure provides an enhancement to understanding Nahuatl compounds. In one 

instance we see that yellow God excrement can refer to yellow-God excrement (gold) 

. and if we think of the holy power of the east, one of the four directional powers that 

exist in Native religion, it is possible to say God of the east. It increases the 

possibility that this is a Nahuatl structural method. 

Also, we have seen that uel ximototia can mean much-leg dancing rather than 

good leg dancing as previously translated by other researchers, making a variety of 

methods for transcriptions worthwhile when attempting to understand the language 

and the concepts of the ancient Native past. 
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The examination of tree structures has provided a table with categories. Nahuatl 

word compounds when correlated with Nahuatl numerical compounds have a 

mathematical structure, and that spoken language text can be based on that structure 

imaged to non-numeral compound words. Dual expressions are shown in this work to easily 

correlate with dual numeral expressions, and singular expressions can be matched with the 

numeral singular expressions of cempoalxiuitl. There is also a possibility of singular 

expression conversions into dual expressions. 

These trial translation applications, in general, do enhance translation with 

literal gloss and root/stem combinations that give an expanded view of compound 

language and structure. Plurality is shown to function with a multiplicative structure, and 

it provides an expanded base for study with more possibilities to understanding 

this language in its original context. And. by cross-reference matching, the ability 

to see the similarity between the structure of non-numeral and numeral expression is 

made apparent. 

Finally, it is very likely that Nahuatl word compounds can be correlated with 

numerical compounds, and that they do have a mathematical structure; also, that 

Nahuatl spoken language and ideographic-imaged writing is based upon that 

structure. 
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Appendix 

Most of us do not know how Nahuati numbers are composed. It would seem 

that a number is strictly a number and nothing else, but Nahuad numbers are 

combinations of digits with multiples of five, compounding additions and 

multiplications to obtain a result with bar and dot symbols. The remainder of this 

section will show the number calculation process in speech that are associated with bar 

and dot symbols. 

1. Number Meaning 

Macuilli. = maitl: hand: Cui: take. 

Matlactli = maitl: hand: tlactli: torso. 

Poalli = count 

Cempoalli = one count 

2. Digits 

Ce 
! 

I 

i Ome 
! 

= 2 

1 Yei 
j 

t = J 

j Naui 4 



3. Mutiples of Five 
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Macuilli = 5 

Matlactli = 10 

CaxtoUi = 15 

Cempoalli = 20 

4. Five plus Digits 

Chicuace= 5...+1 = 6 

Chiconie= 5...+2 = 7 

Chiconaui = 5...+4 = 
1 

9 

5. Ten and Fifteen plus a Digit 

Matlactli once = 10...+1 = 11 

Caxtolli once = 15...+1 16 

Caxtolli onimonie= 15...+2 17 

6. Twenty plus Ten or Fifteen plus a Digit 

Cempoalli ommactlactli once = 20...+10...+1 31 

1 Cempoalli oncaxioUi once = 20...+15...+I 36 



7. Multiplying Twenty with no Digit 
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Ompoalli = 2(20) 40 

Nauhpoalli = 4(20) = 80 

Chicuacepoalli = 6(20) 120 

Chiconauhpoalli = 9(20) 280 

8. Multiplying Four-Hundred with no Digits 

Centzontli = 1(400) = 400 

Ontzontli = 2(400) 800 

Yeitzontli = 3(400) = 

1 

1200 

9. Muliplying Eight Thousand with no Digit 

j Onxiquipilli = 2(8000) 16000 

Yeixiquipilli = 3(8000) 24000 

10. Combining (within/upon: _) Different Sets 

Centzontli ipan macuilpoalli = 1(400)_(5)(20) = 500 

Centzontli ipan matlactpoalli = 1(400)_(10)(20) = 600 

Centzontli ipan caxtolpoalli = 1(400)_(15)(20) = 700 
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11. Compound Number Compositions (Remi Simeon) 

Caxtolli Onnaui = 15 ...+4 19 

Caxtolli Onnauhpoaiii = 15...+4(20) 380 

Caxtolli Onnauhpoaltzontli = 15...+4(20)(400) 7.600 

Caxtolli omome xiquipilli = 15...+4...(8000) 136000 

Caxtolli Onnauhxiquipilli = 15...+4(8000) 152.000 

Caxtolli Onnauhpoalxiquipilii = 15...+4(20)(8000) = 3,040,000 

Caxtolli Onnauhtzonxiquipill = 15...+4(400)(8000) = 60.800.000 

Caxtolli Onnauhpoaltzonxiquipilli 

' 

= 15...+4(20)(400)(8000) = 1.216.000.000 

12. Compound Numbers in Finite Sets 

Ca.xtolli onnauhpoaltzonxiquipilli: 1.216.000.000 

ipan caxtolli onnuahtzonxiquipilli with 60.000.000 

ipan caxtolli onnauhpoalxiquipilii with 3, 040.000 

ipan caxtrolli onnauhxiquipilli with 152.000 

ipan caxtolli onnauhtzontli 

1 

with 7.600 

ipan caxtolli onnauhpoaiii with 380 

Ipan caxtolli onnaui 
! i 

with 19 

13. Total of Finite Sets 

1:216.000.000 
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with 60,000,000 

with 3.000,000 

with 152,000 

with 7,600 

with 19 

Total = 1.279,159.999 

Each inclusion of a different set of numbers is joined by the word ipan: 

upon/within because the numerical sets used have a finite low and high multiplier 

number before the next set can be started. Each set is finite. 

14. Top Tier Digit Counter Numbers 

Ce: 1 

Ome: 2 

Yei: 3 

Naui: 4 

15. Base for Top-Tier Digits 

Macuilli: 5 

Matlactli: 10 

Caxtolli: 15 



16. Footing For Base 
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Cempoalii: 20 

Tzontli: 400 

Xiquipilli: 8000 

17. Finite Number Tiers (Tomas Amador) 

Strata 1: 1 to 4 * * * * 

Strata 2: 5 to 20 = ho nil 
Strata 3: 20 to 400 nil <0 [] 
Strata 4: 400 to 8000 [] to 0 

18. Shape suffixes (Tomas Amador) 

Round/spheres: O = -tell 

Pairs/sets: ++ -H- = -tlamantli 

Cone/elongates: P| = -oloti 

Thin/files : ||| = -pantli 

The largest numbers are the foundation of the lesser base amounts, ie, if we 

stacked the base amounts of finite groups of numbers, the bottom would be 8000, 
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on top of that would be 400, and on top of that would be 5-10-15, and at the peak 1-4. 

Nahuatl number counts are formulated from the total amount of terms in the expression, 

and these sets of terms are placed upon a finite totality. 

The initial term in compounds appear to be the significant referent in speech 

having a finite result. The initial expressed set is significant to the total meaning, similar 

to the initial statements in compound number compositions. Words are drawn from 

the lexicon, for example, the initial statement is expressed, and the following words 

combined to significantly consider that statement for the correct result, ie, Caxtolli 

onnaiihpoalli: 15...+4(20). Caxtolli, 15, is significant to this expression and part of a 

finite set with the additive onnauh-. +4. An expression in speech may have a finite set, 

the same as numbers. 

The following is a more detailed view of number operations with number 

morphology that will be used in this study. Numbers appear to be bare bone 

compounds with absolutive suffixes, and additive digits with no absolutive markings. 

19. Addition 

Chicuace: chico + ce =5 + 1 6 

Matlactli Once: matlactli + ce = 10 + 1 11 

Ca.xtolli onnaui: caxtolli + naui =15 + 4 19 

Cempoalli Once: cempoalli + ce = 20 + 1 21 

Tzontli Once: tzontli + ce = 400 +I 401 

Xiquipilli Once: Xiquipilli + ce = 8000+1 
1 

8001 
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20. Addition with Multiplication 

1 (caxtolli) (on)(nau) 

(15) (+) (4) 19 

2 (caxtolli) (on)(nauh)x(poalii) 

(15) (+) (4) X (20) 380 

3 (caxtolli) (on)(nauh)x(tzontli) 

(15) (+) (4) X (400) 7,600 

4 (caxtolli) (on)(nauh)x(xiquipilli) 

(15) (+) (4) X (8000) 152.000 

5 (caxtolli) (on)(nauh)x(poal)x(xiquipilli) 

(15) (+) (4) X (20) X (8000) 3,040.000 

6 (caxtolli) (on)(nauh)x(tzon)x(xiquipilii) 

(15) (+) (4) X (400) X (8000) 60.800,000 

7 (caxtolli) (on)(nauh)x(poal)x(tzon)x(xiquipilli) 

(15) (+) (4) x(20) x(400)x (8000) 1,216,000,000 
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